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1. Introduction 

 

On 1 April 2013, Section 6 of the Competition Amendment Act 1 of 2009 (“the Amendm

ent Act”) came into effect. The amendments empower the South African Competition Co

mmission (“the Commission”) to conduct market inquiries with extended powers of inves

tigation. There are various markets in South Africa that may require a market inquiry and

 it may be useful to consider if the Commission can fix the competition problems in vario

us markets with a market inquiry. What is clear from the onset is that the Commission alo

ne cannot fix all the challenges within a particular market through conducting market enq

uiries. However, it can help to change behaviour in the market place and enable markets t

o function more efficiently. This paper intends to analyse whether or not the competition 

related problems in various South African markets can be fixed by a market inquiry. Wit

h extended investigation powers and the formalisation of the market inquiries, it is now i

ncumbent upon the Commission to make the market inquiries work. Globally, market inq

uiries have had mixed success in unearthing behaviour repugnant to competition law and 

policy, and in changing behaviour in specific markets. It would be prudent for the Comm

ission to learn from previous market inquiries in foreign jurisdictions on how not to fall i

nto the trap of making market inquiries toothless in South Africa, and thus maintain the st

atus quo. Moreover, the Commission can learn valuable lessons to improve the effectiven

ess of market enquiries from its experience in the Market Enquiry into certain aspects of t

he retail banking sector that was conducted in 2006 (“Banking Enquiry”). 
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r and are made in his personal capacity and do not reflect the views of the Competition Commission. 
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ews in this paper are those of the writer and are made in his personal capacity and do not reflect the views of the 
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2. Empowering Provisions for the Market Inquiry 

 

2.1.What is a market inquiry? 

 

The amendment giving the Commission formal powers to conduct market inquiries was ef

fected through Chapter 4A of the Competition Act 89 of 1998 (“the Act”). In terms of sec

tion 43A of the Act, a “market inquiry” should be interpreted to mean: 

“A formal inquiry in respect of the general state of competition in a market for particular good

s or services, without necessarily referring to the conduct or activities of any particular named 

firm”. 

From the outset it is clear that a market inquiry differs from an ordinary investigation initi

ated by the Commission in terms of Section 49B of the Act.  Whilst an investigation may

be initiated on the basis of an alleged specified prohibited practice in the Act, a market in

quiry is a broader concept geared towards analysing markets where competition is percei

ved not to be functioning well and to establish concretely if indeed competition is not fun

ctioning well or at all, to probe why it is not, and what actions could be taken to increase 

the transparency and competition in those markets. 

The market inquiry may be conducted without targeting specific firms and does not have t

o specify the conduct contributing to markets not functioning well. This, of course, will b

e the subject of the market inquiry. 

 

2.2.Commencing the market inquiry    

 

Section 43B of the Act sets out clearly how the Commission may conduct a market inquir

y. In terms of Section 43B (1) of the Act, the Commission may, based on its own initiativ

e or in response to the Minister, conduct a market inquiry, where it has reasons to believe

 that any feature or combination of features of a market for any goods or services prevent

s, distorts or restricts competition within that market, or to achieve the purposes of the Ac

t. In order to proceed with a market inquiry the Commission is required by the Act to pub

lish, 20 days before the commencement of the inquiry, a notice in the Government Gazett
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e. The notice should serve as an announcement of the establishment of the market inquiry

 and set out the terms of reference, as well as an invitation to parties to come forward wit

h information to the market inquiry.2 The terms of reference of the market must include a

 statement that will set out the scope of the inquiry and the timeframe within which it is e

xpected to be completed.3  The Commission is not obliged to publish the terms of referen

ce for comment before its publication in the Government Gazette, but may decide to do s

o  

 

2.3.Conducting the market inquiry 

 

The Commission is given the leeway in the manner4 it conducts a market inquiry5 and is 

able to summons individuals to appear before it, to provide information and to furnish do

cumentation to the market inquiry.  The conducting of search and seizure operations or “

dawn raids”, has been explicitly excluded in the context of market inquiries.6 The presidi

ng officer, at the hearing of a market inquiry may question any person under oath or affir

mation and failure to comply may lead to a fine of R2000 or imprisonment of up to 6 mo

nths. Confidential information may not be withheld, although allowance is made for in ca

mera proceedings. 

A market inquiry can include desk top research, the use of investigation tools such as inter

views, request for information and documents, and a public hearing for complex markets.

 The mode of conducting the market inquiry differ from industry to industry and, the perc

eived magnitude of the problems in the markets, the effect of the dysfunctional markets o

n the poor and vulnerable members of the society, the size of the market in question and t

he possible impact of any remedies that may be proposed in the market inquiry. Thus a m

arket inquiry may be small and not be as high profile and intensive as the market inquiry 

into the private healthcare or the Banking Enquiry.  

 

                                            
2 Section 43B (2) 
3 Section 43B (4) 
4 Section 43B (3) 
5 Section 43B(3) 
6 Section 43B(3)(b) 
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2.4.Completion of the market inquiry 

 

Upon completing a market inquiry the Commission will be required to submit a report to t

he Minister of Economic Development which may include recommendations for new or a

mended policy, legislation or regulation, and regulation to regulatory authorities in respec

t of competition matter.7 Furthermore, the Commission may on the basis of information 

obtained during a market inquiry, initiate a complaint against any firm for further investig

ation, initiate and refer a complaint directly to the Competition Tribunal without a further

 investigation 8or take any other action within its powers in terms of the Act.9  

 

2.5.Market Inquiry and Enforcement 

 

As a regulator established by the Act to oversee, promote and maintain competition in So

uth Africa the Commission is also subject to the Constitution. Thus the Commission will 

have to be careful of the manner in which it chooses to use the market inquiry process as 

one of the many regulatory tools it has at its disposal to carry out its mandate in terms of t

he Act10.  The ICN in a draft report published by a working group11 emphasises, as a for

m of good practice, clearly distinguishing market studies from enforcement action. Howe

ver, the group did note this as being one of the more contentious areas of good practice. T

his is because there are opposite ends of the spectrum with some ICN members never usi

ng market studies for enforcement purposes whilst others commonly or always using mar

ket studies as a precursor to enforcement action12. To get buy in from stakeholders, the a

dvice from ICN members, is for the authority to make clear to their stakeholders the purp

ose of the market study/inquiry process and also make clear about the links, if there are a

ny, between market studies/inquiries and enforcement action.13  

                                            
7 Section 43C(1) 
8 Section 43C(3) 
9 Section 43C(3) 
10 Section 21, deals specifically with the functions of the Commission 
11 ICN Draft Market Studies Good Practice Handbook and Market Studies Information Store Road Testing: Repo
rt to Conference.  www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org  
12 Ibid at page 12.  
13 Ibid at page 12 
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One authority has cautioned against carrying out a market study/ inquiry in parallel with a

n enforcement investigation. In its experience running a market study at the same time as 

an enforcement action had not proved a good thing to do14. Even when the authority is cl

ear in relaying the different purposes for which the information is being collected the mer

e fact that a market study is being run in parallel with an enforcement action can blur bou

ndaries and impact stakeholder relations.   

 

2.6.Choice of Industry to conduct a Market Inquiry 

 

There has already been some criticism levelled at the use of the wording reason to believe

 as being too broad and may result in the Commission going on fishing expeditions at the

 very costly expense of the institution and stakeholders alike15. Bearing in mind that mar

ket inquiries aim to get to the root causes that hinder transparency and competition and to

 thereafter make recommendations that will assist in lifting these causes, the starting poin

t of identifying a potential market should be objectively sound. So for instance the Comm

ission will have to consider the number of complaints that it receives about a particular se

ctor to justify why it has singled out that particular sector to be the subject matter of a ma

rket inquiry, the criteria for selection should be able to withstand possible review applicat

ions by disgruntled stakeholders on the basis of legality on claims of abuse of power by t

he Commission. The terms of reference will also clearly set out the reasons that gave rise

 to the Commission selection of a particular sector and what features in that sector are pro

blematic to competition, example sectors where enhancing transparency or reducing swit

ching costs to empower customers to intensify competition amongst service providers, en

hancing innovation aimed at lower costs or diversity of choice. The point being that all le

vels of the process the Commission should be able to justify its decision to conduct a mar

ket inquiry.  

 

Section 21 of the Act, deals specifically with the functions of the Commission as having t

he responsibility to implement measures to increase market transparency, to investigate a

                                            
14 Ibid at page 14 
15 Article by Paul Coetser and Rudolph Raath, Competition Amendment Act paves the way to private healthcare
 and other market inquiries. www.werkmans.co.za 

http://www.werkmans.co.za/
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nd evaluate alleged contraventions of Chapter 2 and enquire into and report to the Minist

er on any matter concerning the purpose of the Act. There was no express provision provi

ding a legislative basis for the market inquiry or defining the Commission’s powers in rel

ation to market inquiries.  In this regard, when the Commission embarked on its first mar

ket inquiry into the Banking sector in 2008, it had to rely on its general powers without m

aking use of its investigative powers. Furthermore, it had to rely on voluntary participatio

n by stakeholders. The fact that the Commission did not have a direct mandate found in t

he Act to conduct market enquiries left the Commission open to criticism, from certain se

ctors, of acting ultra vires and acting beyond its powers. Criticisms about the impact of th

e Banking Inquiry persist as no regulatory changes or prosecutions have arisen from the r

ecommendations. 16 

 

 

2.7.Prevalence of Market Inquiries 

 

Many jurisdictions use market inquiries as a way of understanding the conditions of vario

us markets and why competition is not working in a market with a view to recommendin

g the best solutions to get markets functioning well. The OECD conducted a survey on ho

w various jurisdictions conduct market studies and their usefulness in introducing or stren

gthening competition in the various markets.17 Below we consider some of the experienc

es from various jurisdictions that can be useful for South Africa. 

 

 

3. LESSONS FOR SOUTH AFRICA 

 

This section will explore the key lessons on making market inquiries to be effective in So

uth Africa. These lessons shall be derived from the Banking Enquiry, experiences in the 

                                            
16 ibid. 
17 See OECD Policy Roundtables: Market Studies, 2008 accessed at http://www.oecd.org/regreform/sectors/41
721965.pdf  

http://www.oecd.org/regreform/sectors/41721965.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/regreform/sectors/41721965.pdf
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UK, EU and US. Most of these lessons are from the UK, which has conducted the most m

arket inquiries. 

 

3.1.Experiences from the Banking Enquiry 

 

The South African Competition Commission conducted a market enquiry into certain asp

ects of the retail banking sector. The Banking Enquiry was established in August 2006 an

d concluded its work in 2008.18 

 

3.1.1. Lessons on post-market inquiry implementation framework 

 

While the Banking Enquiry received a lot of publicity, there are perceptions in the media 

and the public that recommendations seem not to have been followed through more thoro

ughly as the enquiry had done. This is exacerbated by the absence of formal post-market 

inquiry implementation framework and lack of communication with the public on the pro

gress made on the recommendations. Griffiths and Gumbie19 state that feedback was mor

e often given informally on a powerpoint presentation and the information was not availa

ble to those who were not involved in the implementation of the recommendations. Very 

few public statements were given regarding the progress of implementation of the recom

mendations.20 Gumbi and Griffiths argue that the intensified by speeches from National T

reasury on various occasions which did not acknowledge the progress made to date.21 In t

he future, there is need of a formal post implementation framework within which industry

 participants can report on the progress made in implementing various recommendations. 

                                            
18 See http://www.compcom.co.za/assets/Banking/Executive-overview.pdf. Further documentation on the Ban
king Enquiry can be accessed from http://www.compcom.co.za/enquiry-in-to-banking or http://www.compco
m.co.za/2008-media-releases/  
19 M Griffiths and Wiri Gumbie, Probing the Value of Market Inquiries from the Perspective of the Banking Enq
uiry” accessed on http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Banking-Enquiry-Griffiths-Gumbi
e.pdf at p7. 
20See for example the comprehensive press statement from National Treasury: “Facilitating the implementation of

 the Recommendations of the Banking Enquiry Panel” National Treasury, http://www.treasury.gov.za/comm_media/press/
2010/2010060102.pdf     
21 Griffiths and Gumbie Ibid at p 7. 

http://www.compcom.co.za/assets/Banking/Executive-overview.pdf
http://www.compcom.co.za/enquiry-in-to-banking
http://www.compcom.co.za/2008-media-releases/
http://www.compcom.co.za/2008-media-releases/
http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Banking-Enquiry-Griffiths-Gumbie.pdf
http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Banking-Enquiry-Griffiths-Gumbie.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/comm_media/press/2010/2010060102.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/comm_media/press/2010/2010060102.pdf
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In the future it is imperative for the Commission to put in place a formal post implementa

tion structure where feedback on implementation will be formally given. In formulating r

ecommendations it is important to ensure that the stakeholders responsible for spearheadi

ng the implementation of a particular recommendation are properly identified.22
 

 

3.1.2. Lessons on Staffing 

 

The Commission has accepted that one of the problems with the Banking Enquiry is that 

it was staffed with a lot of external experts and the transfer of the skills from the experts t

o the Commission staff was very difficult or did not happen at all.23 This poses a proble

m in terms of the implementation of the recommendations of the market inquiry team. To

 alleviate this problem it is beneficial to mix the Commission’s staff with the external ind

ependent technical experts to ensure that the skills and knowledge of the industry is retain

ed and utilised. Should the market inquiry team recommend prosecution, it would be mor

e beneficial if the Commission staff that was part of the market enquiry team can carry th

rough the prosecution. It will be very profitable for the Commission team that was involv

ed in the market inquiry to participate or even spearhead the implementation or monitorin

g of the recommendations of the market inquiry team for a sustainable period post the ma

rket inquiry. 

 

3.1.3. Lessons on the participation of sector regulators 

 

The Banking Enquiry showed the need for the cooperation of sector regulators in the mar

ket inquiries. After the 28 recommendations of the panel, more than half of the recomme

ndations were rejected by the National Treasury and the Reserve Bank.24 Once those rec

ommendations were rejected there was no further action taken on them. Of those that wer

e endorsed, others had to be amended. Gumbi and Griffiths argue that the Commission at

tempted to get the participation of the Reserve Bank and the latter refused citing that it is 

                                            
22 Some recommendations did not specify who exactly would be responsible for spearheading implementation.
  
23 OECD Ibid at p194. 
24 Griffiths and Gumbi Ibid at p6-8. 
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the regulator with the sole responsibility for the banking sector.25 It is advisable in the fu

ture to ensure that sector regulators participate in the market inquiries. In order to avoid t

he sector regulators negatively affecting the independence of the market inquiries, their i

nteraction with the Commission on a regulator-regulator should be limited to the beginni

ng of the process and the framing of workable remedies.26 Where the sector regulator ca

n make submissions and participate like any other industry players, those should be welc

ome and they should be assessed just like any other submission received from various ind

ustry stakeholders.  

The great advantage of getting the participation of sector regulators at the beginning of th

e process is that they are a repository of knowledge and have views on what is happening

 in the market and why things are done the way they are. The great benefit of sector regul

ator involvement in formulating recommendations or remedies is that in most instances th

ey will be the ones to champion the implementation of the recommendations and, as a res

ult, should buy into the remedies. This is not to say that whatever they disagree with shou

ld be discarded as this will affect the independence of the market inquiry. However, the c

oncerns of sector regulators and those of market participants on recommendations or rem

edies should be carefully weighed in light of the evidence gathered throughout the investi

gation phase of the market inquiry. 

 

3.2.Experiences from the UK 

 

The UK has conducted numerous market enquiries than many countries. The structure of 

the UK “market inquiries” is split into two, namely, market studies and market investigat

ions. Market studies are akin to the South African Competition Commission’s scoping st

udies but the latter is more case specific and usually results in a recommendation to initia

te a complaint. Market investigations are more akin to the South African Market enquirie

s than are market studies. 

                                            
25 Griffiths and Gumbi Ibid at p11. 
26See Speech by Alex Chisholm, CMA: How we intent to use market investigations to extend the frontiers of co
mpetition, 9 September 2014, Merton College, Oxford,  accessed at https://www.gov.uk/government/speeche
s/cma-how-we-intend-to-use-market-investigations-to-extend-the-frontiers-of-competition.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/cma-how-we-intend-to-use-market-investigations-to-extend-the-frontiers-of-competition
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/cma-how-we-intend-to-use-market-investigations-to-extend-the-frontiers-of-competition
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In the UK the main responsibility for enforcing competition laws lies with the Competitio

n and Markets Authority (“CMA”) established through the Enterprise and Regulatory Ref

orm Act 2013 (ERRA 13).27. The CMA took over the responsibility from two independen

t competition authorities, namely, the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) and the Competition 

Commission. The CMA has the responsibility to investigate and report on a market and i

n where problems are identified, can make a reference for a full market investigation. The

 market study and market investigation assess why competition in a market is prevented, 

restricted or distorted, and to take any necessary action to remedy, mitigate or prevent tho

se effects.28 

The UK has several lessons but this paper will only focus on a few. 

 

3.2.1. Lessons on structuring the market investigation 

 

The UK investigation structure seems adequate to yield more and better results. From the

 current market investigations, it is evident that the UK follows an established structure to

 its investigations.29 The structure of the investigation is generally as follows: 

o Reference made by the CMA 

o Initial information requests 

o Initial submissions from main and third parties 

o Publication of initial issues statement 

o Site visits, Issue questionnaires 

o Hearings with third parties 

o Publication of relevant working papers and annotated issues statement 

o Main party hearings 

o Deadline for all parties’ responses/submissions required before provisional 

findings 

o Notify provisional findings and possible remedies (if required) 

                                            
27 On 1 April 2014, the functions of the Competition Commission and many functions of the Office of Fair Tradi
ng were transferred to the CMA and those bodies were abolished. Documents relating to market studies and 
market investigations in the UK can be accessed on https://www.gov.uk/competition/markets.  
28 Under section 132 of the Enterprise Act 2002. 
29 See for instance http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/docs/2012/pri
vate-healthcare-market-investigation/120928_revised_administrative_timetable.pdf.   

https://www.gov.uk/competition/markets
http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/docs/2012/private-healthcare-market-investigation/120928_revised_administrative_timetable.pdf
http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/docs/2012/private-healthcare-market-investigation/120928_revised_administrative_timetable.pdf
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o Publish final report 

o Statutory deadline†   

It appears as if the market inquiries in South Africa are modelled on the UK structure wit

h appropriate modifications in certain aspects to suit the local environment. Following thi

s structure, albeit with modifications, has enabled the Commission not to be overwhelme

d with tons and tons of unnecessary information. It bears mentioning that the structure on

 its own is not what brings the desired output, but careful implementation of the structure,

 formulating the relevant substantive questions and surveys, and limiting the quantity of s

ubmissions to only the relevant and critical issues. 

 

3.2.2. Lessons on recommendations/remedies: Success of the Groceries Market 

Investigation 

 

The UK market studies and market investigations will result in one or more of the follow

ing: a clean bill of health for the industry, consumer focused action, recommendations to 

business, recommendations to Government, investigation and enforcement action, and re

medies relating to various aspects of the market like divestiture.30 One of the successful 

market investigations was the inquiries in the groceries market. 

The UK has conducted two major enquiries in the groceries market.31 The first market in

vestigation was conducted in 2000 which led to the creation of a Code of Practice aimed 

at regulating the relationship between the largest supermarkets and their suppliers. After r

eceiving many complaints, the OFT referred the market to the Competition Commission f

or a second time in May 2006. The Competition Commission recommended the revision 

and strengthening of the Code of Practice, to be enforced by an independent ombudsman.

32 The Competition Commission recommended that Government should establish an om

budsman after having failed to reach voluntary agreement with the supermarkets. On 25 J

                                            
30 Alex Chisholm Ibid. 
31 Antony Seely, Supermakets: competition inquiries into the groceries market, 2 August 2012. 
32 See details at http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2006/grocery/index.htm.  

http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2006/grocery/index.htm
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une 2013, the Groceries Adjudicator Act 2013 came into forces, establishing the indepen

dent ombudsman named ‘Groceries Code Adjudicator’.33 

The success on the implementation off the remedies in the UK can be partially attributed 

to consultations with stakeholders prior to releasing recommendations. Input is sought to 

ensure that the remedies are practical and can be implemented. There is still scope in the 

UK to get more participation from sector regulators. In South Africa, there was consultati

on on some aspects of the Banking Enquiry recommendations but there some recommend

ations were not canvassed with the market players eg the reduction of dishonoured debit 

orders to R5. The end result was the rejection of the recommendations by the National Tr

easury and the Reserve Bank.34
 

Unlike in the UK, the Commission cannot impose remedies on market participants. It can

 make recommendations to various stakeholders and if need be, prosecute those firms bel

ieved to have contravened the Act. The Commission can ask for remedies like structural r

emedies in the context of the prosecution that follows. In South Africa, there have been v

ery few cases where structural remedies were discussed in the context of abuse or cartel c

ases. As a result, although the structural remedies are very useful in some instances, they 

may not be used in South Africa as much as they are used in the UK.  

 

3.2.3. Legal challenges 

 

The OFT makes decisions on market investigations and affected parties can only review t

he OFT decision. The decisions of the OFT have been challenged. The first challenge to 

a CC market investigation was successful. The challenge was brought by Tesco against th

e CC’s recommendation that a “competition test” be introduced to the planning system. F

urther, in May 2009 BAA announced an appeal of the Commission’s decision requiring it

 to divest three major UK airports. These challenges prolong the implementation of reme

                                            
33See  https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/statutory-guidance-on-how-the-groceries-code-adjudic
ator-will-carry-out-investigation-and-enforcement-functions. The functions of the Groceries Code Adjudicator i
nclude to ensure that supermarkets treat their main suppliers lawfully and fairly; investigate complaints; and t
o arbitrate in disputes. 
34 Griffiths and Gumbi Ibid at p11. 

file:///C:/Users/Anzie/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/7RP0RDCN/%22https:/www.gov.uk/government/consultations/statutory-guidance-on-how-the-groceries-code-adjudicator-will-carry-out-investigation-and-enforcement-functio
file:///C:/Users/Anzie/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/7RP0RDCN/%22https:/www.gov.uk/government/consultations/statutory-guidance-on-how-the-groceries-code-adjudicator-will-carry-out-investigation-and-enforcement-functio
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dies proposed and that may lead to conditions in the market changing thus rendering acad

emic the remedies sought.   

 

3.3.Experiences from the EU 

 

The EU has conducted a number of market enquiries referred to as sector inquiries. The E

U has had much success in discussing with market participants the preliminary remedies 

before finalisation of the report. For instance, following the publication of the preliminar

y report on the findings of the sector inquiry into retail banking, several market players to

ok voluntary action to address some of the problems identified.35 

Once it has begun a sector inquiry the EU follows a very strict path which includes infor

mation gathering, analysis, public presentation of the preliminary report , consultation wi

th stakeholders during which further information can be collected, the adoption of a final 

report and recommendations.36 Sometimes the EU conducts inspections during the secto

r inquiries and at one time the EU conducted a search and seizure procedure when it was 

starting a market enquiry. Search and seizure powers have been explicitly excluded by th

e Amendment Act. 

The great disadvantage with sector inquiries in the EU is that the EC Commission cannot

 impose remedies but often follows up with individual competition investigations or reco

mmendations for regulatory changes at EU level. This disadvantage seem to apply to the 

Commission in that the Commission does not have power to impose any remedy but to su

ggest a series of remedies that can be carried through by government, and/or market play

ers. The potent weapon in the Commission arsenal is litigation after concluding a market 

enquiry. However, that has its pros and cons, for instance, the length of time it takes to co

nclude a prosecution. 

 

3.4.Experiences from the US 

 

                                            
35 OECD Ibid at p154.  
36 OECD Ibid at p156. 
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In the US, market studies have been a very useful tool in competition policy and law.37 T

hese are conducted by the Antitrust Division of the U.S Department of Justice (“DoJ”) an

d the U.S Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”). Most of the market studies have been con

ducted by the FTC. The Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC Act”) explicitly authorise

s the Commission to “gather and compile information concerning … the organisation, bu

siness, conduct, practices and management” of persons and of corporations.38 Unlike the

 DoJ, the FTC has powers to compel submission of information. 

At times the two agencies collaborate in conducting market studies. 

The market studies in the US go back as far as early 1900s and have had mixed success. 

What bears mentioning in this paper is that the U.S has learnt various lessons which are b

eneficial to South Africa and we will only focus on a few.  

In the first instance, the US has learnt that an agency must spend time designing a study s

o that it yields useful results. If there is no proper and considered planning, the agency co

nducting the market enquiry may end up with a lot of unnecessary information that it will

 not be able to process. As a result, the remedies proposed would be of little or no utility. 

For instance, the Commission conducted an extensive Congressionally-mandated investig

ation to consider whether the gasoline prices were being affected by “manipulation” and t

o determine whether “price gouging” occurred following Hurricane Katrina.39 Although 

the Commission used a vast amount of resources including attorneys, economists, financi

al analysts, and other personnel with specialised expertise in the petroleum industry, the 

Commission could not meaningfully use the information obtained during the market enqu

iry as the data were vast and broad in scope. The Commission ended up focusing on spec

ific aspects of the petroleum industry from previous investigations and studies, as well as

 inputs from knowledgeable observers.40 

Secondly, the FTC attempt in the 1970s to conduct a study abroad swath of the economy 

was less successful. There were numerous fights regarding the market study which led to 

suspension of data collection and subsequent termination of the market study without issu

ing a report.  

                                            
37 The Federal Trade Commission reports are available to the public at http://www.ftc.gov/opp/reports.shtm.  
38 15 U.C.C. 46(a). 
39 Federal Trade Commission, Investigation of Gasoline Price Manipulation and post-Katrina Gasoline Price Incr
eases (Spring 2006), available at http://www.ftc.gov/ftc/oilgas/comptn_reports.htm.  
40 OECD Ibid at p143 

http://www.ftc.gov/opp/reports.shtm
http://www.ftc.gov/ftc/oilgas/comptn_reports.htm
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From the above experiences, the FTC has not conducted any economy-wide studies, inste

ad targeting its resources by focusing on aspects of particular industries.41  

In the US the DoJ and the FTC, do not use market studies as a substitute for conducting i

nvestigations and initiating enforcement.42 Thus market studies do not use studies as the 

basis for enforcement actions.43 This is where the US market studies differ to the South 

African market enquiries. The SA market enquiries explicitly states that after a market en

quiry, the Commission can initiate a complaint and refer to the Tribunal without further i

nvestigations. 

The choice of a market to conduct market studies is useful. The DoJ and FTC conduct ma

rket enquiries on industries that they have a lot of expertise based on past enforcement ac

tions.44 This helps an agency to assess the likelihood of the success of the remedies. 

 

4. Conclusion  

 

While it is clear that a market inquiry cannot solve all the competition problems in a spec

ific market, it brings a lot of change in how business is conducted in various markets. Wh

en the market inquiry is announced and conducted, there is a lot of focus on the market p

articipants. Though the inquiry may not bring results in the short run, the focus on the ma

rket participants force them to change their behaviours in the marketplace. For a market i

nquiry to achieve great results, great care must be taken in choosing the industry to be su

bjected to the market inquiry, designing and implementing the project plan, ensuring that 

there is participation from all key stakeholders including sector regulators, and implemen

ting a proper formalised follow up and reporting mechanisms after the inquiry. It is imper

ative that the Commission gives great emphasis to the follow up strategies after the condu

cting of the market inquiry to achieve demonstrable results.  

 

                                            
41 OECD Ibid at p143 
42 In its study of generic pharmaceutical drugs, the agency stated that it “… would not exercise its enforcement
 authority solely on the basis of information collected in response to the [compulsory process] Orders. Rather, it 
would do so only after gathering additional information from a company and/or other sources through an inves
tigation separate from the proposed study.” 72 Fed. Reg. 25304, 25312 (May 4, 2007). 
43 OECD Ibid at p146 
44 OECD Ibid at p145 
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